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QUESTION 1

Scrum Masters must be able to manage sprints in a particular project, but they are unable to do so. You need to
recommend an action to the Jira administrator which satisfies their requirement. Which recommendation will definitely
NOT satisfy their requirement? 

A. Add Application access (Jira Core) to the Manage Sprints permission. 

B. Add the Scrum-Masters project role to the Manage Sprints permission. 

C. Add individual users to the Scrum-Masters project role. 

D. Add the Scrum-Masters group to the Manage Sprints permission. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

In your last team meeting Scott showed a QA dashboard he has put together. It contains valuable data so he decides to
share it with the entire project. 

When you try to pull up the dashboard for the first time it shows multiple errors instead of the data you expected. 

The most common error is: The filter configured for this gadget could not be retrieved. Please verify it is still valid on the
issue navigator. 

Scott confirms, that the dashboard seems fine when he looks at it. What is the most likely cause for this behavior? 

A. The filters being used in the gadgets return issues that are hidden by a security level. 

B. The filters being used in the gadgets have been deleted. 

C. The filters being used in the gadgets contain corrupt JQL clauses. 

D. The filters being used in the gadgets are private or not shared with you. 

E. The filters being used in the gadgets contain field references that have been deleted. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A project administrator wants to modify his project screen. 

The project screen meets all the prerequisites for him to be able to edit it. 

Which two actions can he NOT perform? (Choose two.) 

A. Remove a field 

B. Rename a tab 
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C. Make a field required 

D. Rearrange existing fields 

E. Create a new field 

F. Move a tab 

Correct Answer: CE 

Reference: https://confluence.atlassian.com/jiracoreserver085/customizing-the-issues-in-a-project981157708.html 

 

QUESTION 4

You manage multiple projects which share a notification scheme. 

For the Issue Moved event, you want to notify only a particular individual. 

That individual needs to be selected by other users. 

Which value should be used for the Issue Moved event? 

A. Single User 

B. Developers project role 

C. User Custom Field Value 

D. Current User 

E. Component Lead 

F. Single Email Address 

Correct Answer: A 

For the issue move event, it will always notify the project which the issue is been moved to if you configure a single user
in the notification, 

Reference: https://community.atlassian.com/t5/Jira-questions/Notifications-Issue-Moved/qaq-p/1042933 

 

QUESTION 5

All users should be able to transition issues in your project without restrictions. 

However, some users complain that they cannot transition issues to the In Progress status. They can 

execute other transitions. 

The workflow is shown below. 
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What should you request from the Jira administrator? 

A. Add a new transition from To Do to In Progress. 

B. Remove existing conditions from the global In Progress transition. 

C. Add all project users to the Transition Issues project permission. 

D. Remove existing triggers from the global In Progress transition. 

E. Add a new transition from Done to In Progress. 

Correct Answer: E 

So we have a transition from `To Do\\' to `In Progress\\'. A transition from `In Progress\\' to `Done\\'. We even have a
transition from `Done\\' to `To Do\\' 

Reference: http://www.testmanagement.com/blog/2019/06/jira-basics-module-4-workflow-status 
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